Holiday Tips from the CES Staff
L’ île de Ré 1497km

Kraków 2267km

This little paradise on the French
Atlantic coast offers 100km of cycle
paths to discover its treasures: culture,
history, beautiful beaches, wildlife and
of course wonderful food. So fly to La
Rochelle and come and explore its
citadel with its star-shaped ramparts,
the salt marshes and find out why the
beautiful donkeys on l’ île de Ré wear
trousers.

Cracow is the city, which for many years was a seat for
Polish kings. In 1978 the Old Town was registered by
UNESCO as one of the first twelve sites on the World
Heritage List! Wawel Castle is a must see as it served
as a royal residence and the site where the country’s
rulers governed Poland for five centuries. Great to
visit is the Dragon of Wawel Hill or simply The Wawel
Dragon, which is a famous dragon in Polish folklore.
It’s one of the main attractions for kids and families.

Kaatscheuvel 1101km
Are you travelling to the
Netherlands? Then don’t forget to
visit the ‘Efteling’ in Kaatsheuvel.
Step inside this fairytale world
full of wondrous tales, delightful
dreams and adventures at high
speed. The ‘Efteling’ is the biggest
themepark in the BENELUX and
world. Forget everything else for a

Ikaria 4239km

one of the oldest parks in the
while and enjoy this magical place!

Visit Ikaria, the island of Icarus in the Aegean
Sea, which is considered one of the world’s five
“Blue Zones” – places where the population
regularly lives to an advanced age (one in three
makes it to their 90s). Relax at the numerous
beautiful beaches and the sandy or rocky
seashores of the island and go to the island’s
famous feasts (panigiria) where you can dance
the traditional Ikarian dance!!

Bamberg 1609km

West of Ireland 205km

Berlin, Hamburg, München??? Why not visit one
of the beautiful smaller towns in Germany? You
should try and visit Bamberg. Located in Bavaria and
listed as UNESCO world heritage site, it is ideal for a
weekend trip. Besides the picturesque old town, the
Michealsberg Abbey and the Cathedral you should
definitely visit Klein-Venedig (“Little Venice”), a colony
of fishermen’s houses from the 19th century along one
side of the river Regnitz!!!

Are you planning a holiday to the West of
Ireland? If so bring an umbrella but don’t let
the weather spoil your fun! Fabulous lush
green scenery, tranquil beaches, rolling hills,
awesome cliffs and pubs full of genuine Irish
craic are just some of the treats we have in
store for you. Make sure to visit all of the
counties in Connaught as each one has
something different and unique to offer.
Slainte!

Budapest 2361km
Budapest, the capital
city of Hungary is in the
heart of Europe, where
you should visit the
Széchenyi Medicinal Bath,
St. Stephen‘s Basilica and
the Parliament on the Pest
side. Take a walk through
the marvellous Chain Bridge to Buda to the Fishermen
Bastion and National Gallery! Make sure you book yourself
for dinner to the Mátyás Pince restaurant for delicious food
and traditional Hungarian gipsy music!

Gränna 2246km

Gränna is a lovely summertown
with its narrow cobbled streets and
old fashioned houses. Gränna was
funded by count Per Brahe in 1652.
Gränna is famous for the candy cane.
The original recipe is from 1859. The
making of the classic red and white
striped polkagris is shown in many
local candy stores.

Chiavari 2031km
Welcome to Chiavari! A gem near Genova, on the Ligure
Sea, sunny and vibrant. You can visit it all year round
thanks to its mild climate. You can enjoy the blue sea
and its rocky and sandy beaches. In the evening stroll
around and attend the local fairs. If you are hungry
why don’t try the restaurant “Da Ivo” or the pizzeria
“Numero 6 Da Luigi”? Don’t forget the best ice-cream
in town and pop into “Davide”.

Playas de Huelva 1812km

Monte Gordo 2958km
Monte Gordo is in the South of Portugal, in the
Algarve. We can find numerous hotels with
sea-side view. There are many restaurants
specialized in fish (O Jaime). There are also
many snack-bars with great food where you
can have a small snack. I suggest that during
the night you take advantage of the good
weather and go for a walk. During the day I
recommend the beach.

What a better place to spend your summer holidays than
in Spain, more specifically by a gorgeous beach, almost
untouched by tourism, sandy beaches, Atlantic Ocean,
wonderful food and lovely people. That’s “all” we have to
offer. Come and see by yourselves!

These are the holiday destinations we recommend to you.
The distances are counted from Dunshaughlin.

